Abstract. This paper presents results on generalized public key cryptography with exponentials modulo primes and composite numbers where the mapping is not one-to-one and the uniqueness is achieved by additional side information. Such transformations may be used for oblivious transfer and generate events of specific probabilities.
Introduction
This paper presents generalized public key transformations that require side information as extension to earlier proposals on cubic and quartic transformations [1] , [2] , [3] . Specifically, we present results on quintic and sextic transformations and then show how further generalizations may be made. For background papers on cryptographic protocols, the reader may see [4] - [7] . 
The properties of the quintic transformation
One of the roots is 1, and the other four roots are obtained by the following equation:
We convert the above quartic equation into depressed quartic equation by substituting
and get 256 4 + 160 2 + 160 + 205 = 0 
Alice sends , and to Bob. When Euler totient function φ( )= − 1 is not divisible by 25, Bob gets to know one of the five quintic roots by the inverse exponentiation equation:
(10)
where we pick the value of such that
comes out to be an integer.
The equations below show how equation (10) is derived.
(multiplying 5 on both sides)
Example 1. Let = 5 mod 61. To obtain the five roots, we have to substitute the value of prime =61 in equation (8) and (9).
We get the five roots as The exponent of message is 5 which is composed of only one prime 5. So, 5 5 61 ≠ 1. Out of the five roots obtained above, 1 cannot be chosen as value of because 1 1 61 = 1. Let = 9. Table 1 shows the 5-to-1 mapping for prime =61 and = 9. 1  9  20  58  34  1  2  18  40  55  7  32  3  27  60  52  41  60  4  36  19  49  14  48  5  45  39  46  48  14  6  54  59  43  21  29  8  11  38  37  28  11  10  29  17  31  35  21  12  47  57  25  42  13  13  56  16  22  15  47  23  24  33  53  50  50  26  51  32  44  30  40 Table 2 : Communication between Alice and Bob
Quintic transformation modulo a composite number
For composite number, is chosen such that it is composed of two primes given by = .
We will show examples where the Euler totient function φ( )= ( − 1)( − 1), is divisible by 5 but not by 25.
Inverse exponentiation operation for quintic transformation modulo composite number is calculated by
where we pick the value of such that φ( )+5 25 comes out to be an integer. Since we already know the five quintic roots of , we only need one quintic root of to apply CRT. One of the root for quintic transformation will always be 1, therefore we select q=1. Bob gets one of the quintic roots as 11 5 mod 61 = 11 and other roots as (11*9) mod 61 = 38 (38*9) mod 61 = 37 (37*9) mod 61 = 28 (28*9) mod 61 = 8
Arranging them in ascending order, Bob gets 8,11,28,37,38 and side information=3 lets him know that the message chosen by Alice was = 28.
Any of the five roots obtained other than 1 can be chosen as value of . Let = 69. 
( ) divisible by 25
When φ( ) is divisible by 25, the 25 quintic roots of 1 can be obtained from the equation
The message that Alice wants to send to Bob would be multiplied with 25 roots of 1 and arranged in ascending order so that its position number in the set of 25 could be find out. After that, Alice sends = 5 mod along with the position number of message as side information.
Bob will obtain . He will find the quintic root of , let's say its x. Bob would then find the multiple of x with all the roots of 1, arrange them in ascending order and the position number sent as side information lets him know about the message that was sent by Alice. By using Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT), we get the 25 quintic roots of 1 as follows:
Alice Bob Let message chosen by Alice = 3.
After computing , , 2 , 3 , 4 and arranging them in ascending order, Alice gets 3,20,37,71,122.
The rank of message = 3 is 1, so the side information based on the message chosen is 1.
Alice sends = 5 mod 187 = 3 5 mod 187 = 56 and also sends side information=1 to Bob.
Using equation (11) Bob finds out that substituting a=2 gives the value of 
Probability events
The 25 quintic roots of 1 can be put down in a different way as a number, its square, its cube and fourth degree.
They can be put into six different groups as follows: The properties of the sextic transformation
For sextic transformation = 6 mod , six different values of message would give the same cipher , where the value of prime is given by = 6 + 1. We will show example where the Euler totient function φ( ), is divisible by 6 but not by 36.
The sextic roots of 1 would be 1, , 2 , 3 , 4 and 5 and they are calculated by solving the equation
Six roots obtained from the above equation are:
Alice sends , and to Bob. When Euler totient function φ( )= − 1 is not divisible by 36, Bob gets to know one of the six sextic roots by the inverse exponentiation equation:
Example 4. Let = 6 mod 43. To obtain the six roots, we have to substitute the value of prime =43 in equations (19) to (23) which provide the roots in addition to 1. We get the six roots as The exponent of message is 6 which is composed of two primes 2 and 3. So, 6 2 43 ≠ 1 and Table 4 shows the 6-to-1 mapping for prime =43 and = 7. 1  7  6  42  36  37  1  2  14  12  41  29  31  21  3  21  18  40  22  25  41  4  28  24  39  15  19  11  5  35  30  38  8  13  16  9  20  11  34  23  32  4  10  27  17  33  16  26  35   Table 5 : Communication between Alice and Bob
Sextic transformation modulo a composite number
For composite number, is chosen such that it is composed of two primes given by = . The inverse exponentiation operation for sextic transformation modulo composite number is calculated by
where we pick the value of such that φ( )+6 36 comes out to be an integer.
( ) divisible by 36
When φ( ) is divisible by 36, the 36 sextic roots of 1 can be obtained from the equation Arranging them in ascending order, Bob gets 2,12,14,29,31,41 and side information=1 lets him know that the message chosen by Alice was = 2.
The message that Alice wants to send to Bob would be multiplied with 36 roots of 1 and arranged in ascending order so that its position number in the set of 36 could be find out. After that, Alice sends = 6 mod along with the position number of message as side information.
Bob will obtain . He will find the sextic root of , let's say its x. Bob would then find the multiple of x with all the roots of 1, arrange them in ascending order and the position number sent as side information lets him know about the message that was sent by Alice.
Example 5. Let = 6 mod 403, =31, =13. The sextic roots for are obtained by substituting =31 in equation (19) to (23) and we get = 1, 5, 6, 25, 26, 30. Likewise the sextic roots for are obtained by substituting =13 and we finally obtain = 1, 3, 4, 9, 10, 12.
By using Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT), we get the 36 sextic roots of 1 as follows: Hence, the 36 roots of 1 obtained are {1, 222, 378, 118, 274, 92, 94, 315, 68, 211, 367, 185, 342, 160, 316, 56, 212, 30, 373, 191, 347, 87, 243, 61, 218, 36, 192, 335, 88 
Probability events
The 36 sextic roots of 1 can be put down in a different way as a number, its square, its cube, fourth degree and fifth degree. Transformation modulo a prime number Table 6 shows how the communication between Alice and Bob takes place where is the exponent used to generate the cipher = for a message and is a prime number given by = + 1
Transformation where ( ) is divisible by but not by
Step 1: When one of the prime is of the form + 1, then roots of 1 for that prime can be combined with one obvious root 1 of other prime to obtain roots of 1 for composite by using the CRT equation:
In the above equation and are roots of prime and respectively and and are values that satisfy the equation = 1 and = 1 respectively. The remaining steps are same as Table 6 except prime p gets substituted by composite n given by n=pq and φ(p) gets substituted by φ(n) which is given by (p-1)(q-1).
( If the numbers of groups formed are considered as a matrix of rows and columns having index of rows and columns starting from 0, then the values which cannot be selected as initial value can be found in the columns having index of column not relatively prime to .
Conclusions
We have shown how the many-to-one mapping for the exponents 5 and 6 can be used for public key cryptography if additional side information is used. These mappings can also be used for oblivious transfer or multiparty communications.
